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What is the PCA Program? 

The Personal Care Attendant (PCA) Program is a MassHealth program that helps 

people with long-term disabilities live at home by providing funds to hire PCAs. 

PCAs can help with hands on Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) such as: 

 Mobility/Transfers 

 Medications 

 Bathing or Grooming 

 Dressing or Undressing 

 Passive Range of Motion/ Exercises 

 Eating 

 Bladder or Bowel Care 

PCAs can also help with Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs) such as: 

 Shopping 

 Laundry 

 Meal Preparation 

 Housekeeping 

PCA time is not approved for activities such as recreation, babysitting or vocational 

training. Nor is PCA time allowed for verbal prompting or cueing, or supervision. 

The PCA program is a consumer-directed program. This means that the individual 

with the disability is the employer. This is different from more traditional home 

health care programs in which an agency provides the worker. The PCA program is 

designed to give individuals with disabilities control over how their own personal 

care needs are met. 
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Who is eligible? 

Your MassHealth coverage type must be Standard or CommonHealth 

You may be eligible for PCA services if you are a MassHealth member and: 

 You have a permanent or chronic disability that impairs your ability to 

perform ADLs and IADLs without physical hands on assistance 

 You need physical assistance with two or more ADLs (see list on prior page) 

 Personal Care services are prescribed by your physician or nurse practitioner 

 MassHealth determines that PCA services are medically necessary 

What if I need help managing the PCA Program? 

MassHealth requires that Tempus assess your ability to manage the PCA Program 

independently, and review this assessment periodically. If Tempus determines you 

need assistance to manage the PCA program, you will be required to find a 

surrogate. 

What is a Surrogate? 

If your Consumer Assessment determines that you need assistance to manage part 

of your PCA program, a consumer identifies a surrogate. Tempus can also help you 

with resources such as state funded Supported Living Program for Surrogacy if you 

are eligible. The surrogate is often a family member but may be any other person 

you choose who has the ability to manage the program and is also aware of your 

needs. A surrogate can assist you with managing any part of the PCA program with 

which you have difficulty, but a surrogate does not necessarily run your PCA 

program for you. When you apply for PCA services your Skills Trainer will determine 

whether you are able to manage the program independently, what skills training 

you will need to learn to manage the PCA program, and whether you will need any 

help from a surrogate. If you do need help managing your PCA program, you and 

your Surrogate will work together with the Tempus Skills Trainer to develop a 

Service Agreement that describes the responsibilities of the Surrogate, and which 

elements of the program you will handle. Our goal is to teach you to manage your 

PCA program as independently as possible. Your Service Agreement will be 

reviewed periodically, and can change over time as your skills and abilities change.  

If you require a surrogate and do not have on you will receive a 30 day notice to 

find one and have them in place. If no surrogate is in place within 30 days, 

MassHealth will be notified and your PCA program may end. 
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What is a Personal Care Attendant? 

A PCA is a person who is recruited and hired by you to physically assist you in 

performing ADLs and IADLs. You may hire one or more PCAs as necessary to meet 

all of your hands-on care needs. A PCA is the employee of the Consumer. 

 

What type of work can my PCA do? 

MassHealth will pay for your PCA to provide you with physical (hands-on) 

assistance for the MassHealth-approved tasks described on the PCA evaluation. 

These tasks include helping with certain ADLs and may include IADLs. Tempus can 

provide you with a copy of your Service Agreement and PCA evaluation upon 

request. Tempus can work with you to determine what tasks your PCA can assist 

you with. A PCA cannot be paid to work for you if you are in a hospital or nursing 

facility, or during the time you are in a MassHealth-funded adult day health, day 

habilitation, adult foster care, or group adult foster care program. 

Who decides if I am eligible and how many hours I can receive? 

Tempus (PCM) will provide information that will allow MassHealth to decide if you 

qualify for PCA services, and how many hours of PCA services you are eligible to 

receive. 

Tempus will send a Registered Nurse and Occupational Therapist to your home to 

evaluate the type and level of physical assistance you need to perform your ADLs 

and IADLs. 

Tempus will request authorization from MassHealth by sending your completed and 

signed evaluation to MassHealth. You and your doctor must sign the evaluation 

before it is sent to MassHealth so that your doctor can review it and you know what 

is being requested to meet your needs. MassHealth will review the evaluation and 

make the decision to approve, modify, or deny the request. MassHealth will inform 

the Tempus PCM and the F.I. Department of its decision. You have the right to 

appeal a request that is denied or modified by MassHealth. 

I live with my family, how will this affect my PCA services? 

Tempus' Evaluation will take into consideration your disability and your living 

situation, as well as your daily routine. If you live with family members (Spouse, 

Parent or foster parent of a minor child, legally responsible relative) they will be 

expected to assist with most household chores. For example, routine laundry, 

housekeeping, shopping and meal preparation should include the needs of the 

family member with the disability 
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How are services determined for children? 

Personal care services are based on needs that arise because of a disability which 

impairs an individual's ability to perform activities of daily living independently. For 

very young children, who would not normally be independent in their activities of 

daily living (for example bathing, dressing, eating, toileting), PCA services will not 

generally be approved for activities that are considered routine child care. Tempus 

evaluation teams will take the child's age and developmental milestones into 

consideration when evaluating the need for PCA time. 

 

I receive other services in my home. Can I still use PCA services? 

PCA services can be used in combination with some other services, such as Visiting 

Nurse, Occupational or Physical Therapy, or Home Health Care services. When 

Tempus does your PCA evaluation they will take these other services into 

consideration. Some other services may not be used together with PCA. These 

include Adult Foster Care and Group Adult Foster Care, and Homemaker services 

funded through the Mass. Rehabilitation Commission. 

It is important that you inform your Skills Trainer of any other services in your 

home. Tempus will need documentation from these other services in order to 

complete your MassHealth Evaluation for PCA Services. It is requested that you get 

these documents prior to the MassHealth Evaluation conducted by Tempus. 

 

How many hours of service will I get? 

The Tempus program will help MassHealth decide whether you qualify for PCA 

services, and how many hours of assistance you need. Tempus will conduct an 

Evaluation, which will describe your personal care needs in detail, and recommend 

how many hours of PCA services you need each week. After review and signature 

by your physician or nurse practitioner, this evaluation is sent to MassHealth, which 

makes the final decision about whether you are eligible and how many hours of PCA 

services will be approved for you. PCA services are usually approved for one year at 

a time. 
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What if I want to appeal a decision or denial? 

If MassHealth denies a request for PCA services, or approves less time that Tempus 

has requested, MassHealth will notify you, the PCM and the Fl. The notice will give 

the reason for the denial or modifications, and will inform you of the right to 

appeal, and the appeal process. 

To appeal a denial or modification, you must Request a Fair Hearing from 

MassHealth. The Request for a Fair Hearing must be made in writing within 30 days 

after the date of the notice of denial. The Board of Hearings will conduct the 

hearing in accordance with 106CMR 343.000. Notify your Skills Trainer if you plan 

to Request a Fair Hearing. 

What if I have problems with Tempus PCA Program staff or with a decision 

regarding my services? 

The Tempus PCA program has a process for dealing with any complaints or 

concerns. Your Skills Trainer will explain the process to you and make every effort 

to help you resolve your complaint or problem. A copy of the Complaint and 

Grievance Policy is given to you at the time of Intake and Annual Skills Training. 

You may call the Tempus office for a copy. 

What are my responsibilities? 

You are the employer of your PCAs. You will manage the PCA Program on your own 

or with a surrogate, if you need one. A surrogate is a person who knows you and 

your needs and will share in the management of the PCA Program. This may include 

part or all of your responsibilities as a PCA consumer. You will have specific 

responsibilities described in your Service Agreement. Tempus will be available to 

teach you about your rights and responsibilities as a PCA consumer. Tempus can 

also provide you with a copy of the MassHealth PCA regulations posted on the 

MassHealth Web site. 

As a PCA consumer you must sign a Consumer Agreement. You are responsible for 

the following: 

 Recruiting, Hiring, Training, Scheduling and if necessary, Firing your PCA 

 Completing and sending all required paperwork as requested by the F.I. 

department including PCA Activity Forms 

 Ensuring all Activity Forms are accurate and submitted in a timely manner. 

By signing the weekly Activity Forms, you certify that your PCA has worked 

the listed hours 

 Ensuring the number of hours your PCA works does not exceed the number 

of weekly or nightly hours authorized by MassHealth 
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 Ensuring your PCA does not work over 50 hours a week without proper 

overtime authorization, issued by MassHealth 

 Explaining your daily personal care routine to your PCA and teaching your 

PCA how to assist you with those routines 

 Meeting with a Skills Trainer from your PCM agency at least quarterly during 

your first year in the PCA Program and when your surrogate changes 

 Cooperating with your PCM agency during your evaluation, revaluations and 

assessments 

 Notifying Tempus if you have a change in supports, medical or living 

situations 

 Notifying Tempus if you unexpectedly need overtime pay for one of your 

PCAs, or if a PCA must perform Jury Duty 

 With your Tempus Skills Trainer, making a list of PCAs to contact if your 

regular PCAs are unavailable 

 Notifying Tempus if you move, change your phone number or change your 

doctor 

 Notifying Tempus if you get admitted to a hospital, rehab or long term care 

facility 

What are the Personal Care Agency’s responsibilities? 

MassHealth contracts with Tempus to provide you with a variety of services that will 

support you while you are participating in the PCA Program. 

Tempus will: 

 Explain the rules of the PCA Program to you, including your responsibilities as 

a PCA consumer 

 Assess your ability to manage the PCA Program independently 

 Evaluate your need for PCA services and submit a prior-authorization request 

to MassHealth 

 Provide you with ongoing skills training to help you manage the PCA Program 

successfully and work with you to develop a written Service Agreement that 

describes your role and responsibilities, as well as those of others involved in 

supporting your use of the PCA Program. The Service Agreement will include 

a back-up plan if your regularly scheduled PCA is unable or unavailable to 

work for you 

 You can contact your PCM agency to ask questions, seek additional help and 

skills training or request additional PCA services if your needs change. Write 

the name and number of your PCM agency in the front of this handbooks so 

that you have the information handy 
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What is a Fiscal Intermediary (F.I.)? 

A Fiscal Intermediary is an agency hired by MassHealth to help you with the 

employer-required tasks of employing a PCA, such as: 

1. Receiving and Processing your PCA Activity Forms (also called timesheets) 

2. Preparing your PCA’s paychecks and direct deposits 

3. Sending the paycheck you to give to your PCA 

4. Filing and Paying your share of State and Federal Taxes, including 

Unemployment 

5. Buying Workers’ Compensation Insurance for your PCA 

6. Issuing a W-2 to your PCA 

With the assistance of the F.I. Department you will be able to pay your PCAs with 

MassHealth funds. 

 

Who chooses the F.I.? 

Tempus is both the PCM and F.I. 

 

Who hires the PCA? 

You as the consumer are the employer. If MassHealth approves PCA services for 

you, you will receive a prior authorization. At this time you can now recruit, hire, 

fire, train and schedule your own PCAs. Tempus can help you by: 

 Offering skills training to help you learn how to do these tasks 

 Assessing whether you need a surrogate to help you with some or all of 

these tasks 

 Rewarding Works Website is a database that lists PCAs looking for work 

(www.rewardingworks.org) 

 Your local Career Center can list your PCA job needs for free 

 Call your Skills Trainer if you need help with resources to hire PCAs 

 Tempus (F.I.) can do payroll processing and tax fillings on your behalf, but 

you, the consumer, are still the employer of your PCAs. 

 

 

http://www.rewardingworks.org/
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Who can I hire as a PCA? 

As a consumer-directed program, the PCA program allows for great flexibility and 

control in who you can hire as a PCA. There are some restrictions however. 

The following individuals cannot be hired as PCAs: 

 The Parent of a Minor Child, including Adoptive and Foster Parents 

 Spouse 

 Surrogate 

 Legally Responsible Relative 

Your PCAs must also be legally authorized to work in the United States. They must 

be able to understand and carry out your instructions. It is your responsibility to 

check the references and criminal background of prospective PCAs before you hire 

them. 

How do I schedule my PCA time? 

Your PCA schedule should be set up to meet your own daily needs according to the 

hours approved by MassHealth. Your Skills Trainer will work with you in this area to 

help you learn how best to schedule your time. 

How many hours each week can my PCAs work and can my PCA work 

overtime? 

You must schedule your PCAs according to the number of hours approved by 

MassHealth, which is based on your evaluation. Your PCA schedule may change 

slightly from week to week, depending on whether you might have medical 

appointments that week, or other activities that do not take place every week. 

There are unforeseen emergency circumstances that may result in you needing 

your PCA to work additional hours. If you had no other option but to have your PCA 

work overtime, you should discuss the situation with your skills trainer. You should 

know: 

 The name of the PCA who worked overtime 

 The total hours of overtime requested 

 What was the unforeseen event that caused the overtime request? 

 A list of the PCAs you contacted 

 Your regular PCA schedule 
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If the overtime use was caused because a PCA quit or was fired, MassHealth will 

also want to know what steps you have taken to recruit a new PCA. Tempus staff 

will contact MassHealth to request approval for overtime pay. MassHealth will let 

you, PCM, and the FI know in writing whether it has approved your request for 

overtime pay.  MassHealth will still pay the regular rate if your request for overtime 

pay is not approved. 

Remember that you the employer are personally responsible to abide by state and 

federal labor laws, including overtime rules. If you require your PCA to work more 

than 50 hours, MassHealth requires you to submit for an overtime authorization. 

Total hours worked are a combination of day/evening and night time hours. A PCA 

is not permitted to work more than 66 total hours across PCA consumer employees. 

Not abiding could cause sanction of PCA program participation.  

Please be aware that your PCAs will not be paid for any work they do if there is no 

Prior Authorization approval in place for that date, or if you have used up all your 

approved PCA hours. PCA services cannot be used while you are a resident in a 

hospital or rehabilitation facility. 

My disability is progressing, how can I get more help? 

The PCA program should reflect your current needs, so you should contact your 

Tempus' Skills Trainer at 1.800.924.7570 if your personal care needs change at any 

time. A change in your personal care needs might be due to a change in your 

medical condition, or may be due to some other event, such as a change in your 

living situation or current supports. 

How and when do I pay my PCAs? 

When you are approved by MassHealth for PCA services you will receive a Prior 

Authorization Decision letter showing the number of hours of service you are 

approved for, and the start and ending dates of your approval. 

Every two weeks you will submit timesheets to the Fiscal Intermediary showing the 

hours your PCAs worked. Each payroll period begins on a Sunday and ends on a 

Saturday; PCAs will normally receive their paychecks the following Friday. Each new 

consumer is assigned to a payroll schedule assigned by the Fiscal Intermediary. 

The Fiscal Intermediary will handle your PCA payroll and tax reporting obligations. 

Please refer to the Fiscal Intermediary pages for more details on the payroll 

process. 
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Who pays my PCA? 

The F.I. is responsible for receiving and processing your PCA Activity Forms and 

issuing checks for your PCA. The F.I. will send the checks to you and you will pay 

your PCA. Your PCA has the option to be paid by direct deposit. Your continued 

MassHealth eligibility allows your PCA to be paid. 

Who decides how much my PCA gets paid? 

The amount PCAs are paid will be determined by a collective bargaining (union) 

agreement. 

In the collective bargaining negotiations, PCAs are represented by 1199SEIU and 

consumers are represented by the PCA Quality Home Care Workforce Council. The 

FI can tell you what the PCA wage is. Refer to the back of this handbook for contact 

information for the PCA Quality Home Care Workforce Council. 

Will my PCA be paid for Jury Duty? 

MassHealth will pay your PCA for Jury Duty, if they served during their regularly 

scheduled PCA work time. If another PCA fills in for the regular PCA, they will also 

be paid for their work. Please speak with your Tempus Skills Trainer on how to 

request Jury Service pay, or call the Tempus office at (800) 924-7570. 

Will MassHealth pay for PCA assistance at night? 

If MassHealth approves Night Time Attendant hours, they are to be used between 

midnight 12:00 am to 6:00am. 

What if one of my PCAs gets injured on the job? 

All consumers are responsible to post Workers' Compensation Information in a 

location that can be seen by all PCA employees. Should your PCA get injured on the 

job, follow Workers' Compensation insurance company's instructions. You can get 

information about workers' compensation insurance and coverage by calling the 

Department of Industrial Accidents at (617) 727-4900. http://www.mass.gov/dia/ 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mass.gov/dia/
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What if I need more information? 

Call the Tempus PCM at 1(800) 924-7570, when: 

 Your address or phone number has changed 

 You have questions about your evaluation or reevaluation 

 You have questions about your prior authorization 

 Your medical condition changes and you feel you need more or fewer PCA 

hours 

 You want to request prior authorization for your PCA to be paid overtime 

 Your PCA has Jury Duty when scheduled to work for you 

 You are having trouble managing the PCA Program 

 You don’t understand your responsibilities 

 You have questions about certain PCA Program rules 

 You need a skills trainer to visit you 

 You have questions about how to recruit, hire or schedule PCAs 

Call the Tempus F.I. at 1(800)924-7577, when you: 

 Have changed your address or phone number 

 Need more Activity Forms (Timesheets) or other PCA paperwork 

 Want to learn how to submit timesheets, electronically 

 Have hired or fired a PCA or your PCA has quite 

 Know your PCA has moved 

 Believe your PCA was not paid correctly 

 Need to correct an Activity Form (timesheet) you submitted 

 Want to learn how to complete paperwork electronically when you hire a PCA 

 Have other related payroll questions 
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Other Helpful Resources 

Tempus Fiscal Intermediary (PCA Program Payroll)  

1(877) 479-7577 

Tempus Personal Care Management (PCM) (PCA Program Intake, Skills 
Training and Evaluation)  

1(800)924-7570 

Tempus Adult Foster Care Program (AFC) (In Home Monthly Support by 

Tempus Staff)  

1(800) 924-7570 

Tempus Resource Department for Help with MassHealth Benefits and 
Other Services 

1(800)924-7570 

 

Abuse and Neglect of a person with a disability…What is Reportable? 

The standard for reporting suspected abuse and neglect is "reasonable cause to 
believe" which means that mandated reporters need only a " mere suspicion" that 

abuse or neglect was committed against a person with a disability. If abuse or 
neglect is suspected, trust your feeling and report to the Disabled Person's 
Protection Commission (DPPC) 24-hour Hotline at 1-800-426-9009 or 1-888-822-

0350 TIY. It is better to err on the side of action. www.mass.gov/dppc 

In addition to reporting suspected abuse and neglect, mandated reporters are also 

required to report to the DPPC all cases in which an individual with a disability has 
died, regardless of whether or not abuse or neglect is suspected. 

For reporting suspected abuse and neglect committed against children, elders and 
persons residing in long-term care facilities (otherwise known as nursing homes) 

refer to the following numbers. 
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Massachusetts Abuse Reporting Numbers 

Disabled Persons Protection Commission (DPPC) (24 hours/ 7 days a 
week) for Ages 18 to 59 

1(800) 426-9009 or 1(888) 822-0350 

Executive Office of Elder Affairs (EOEA) (24 hours/ 7 days a week) for 

Ages 60 and over  

1(800) 922-2275 

Department of Public Health (DPH) for All Ages residing in Long Term 
Care Facilities 

1(800) 462-5540 

Department of Children and Families (DCF) (24 hours/ 7 days a week) 

Birth to age 17  

         1(800) 792-5200 

 

What if I have questions about my legal responsibilities as an employer? 

MassHealth, Tempus PCM, or Tempus FI cannot give legal advice, but there are 

many other organizations that can help with your questions. 

Internal Revenue Service 

1(800) 829-1040 

www.irs.gov/ 

Department of Industrial Accidents (Workers’ Compensation) 

1(617) 727-4900 

www.mass.gov/dia/ 

US Department of Labor  

1(866) 487-9243 

www.dol.gov 

Disability Law Center 

1(800) 872-9992 

www.dlc-ma.org/ 

Greater Boston Legal Services 

1(617) 371-1234 

www.gbls.org/ 

 

 

 

http://www.irs.gov/
http://www.mass.gov/dia/
http://www.dol.gov/
http://www.dlc-ma.org/
http://www.gbls.org/
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Southeastern Mass. Legal Assistance 

New Bedford Office 

1(508) 979-7150 

Fall River Office 

1(508) 676-6265 

Taunton Office 

1(508) 880-6704 

Attleboro Office 

1(508) 576-6807 

Legal Services for Cape, Plymouth and Islands 

Hyannis Office 

1(800) 742-4107 

Plymouth Office 

1(800) 585-4933 

Mass. Attorney General’s Office 

Fair Labor Hotline 

1(617) 727-3465 

For non-payment of wages, to include nonpayment of overtime pay, a PCA has the 
right to file a complaint for non-payment of Wages. 

The Attorney General's office will then issue the PCA consumer a request of proof to 
verify the situation, or the AGs office may seek payment from the PCA 

consumer/employer to include a fee for the case to be processed. 

Southeastern Mass. Office 

1(508) 990-9700 

http://www.ago.state.ma.us/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ago.state.ma.us/
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MassHealth Fraud Hotline 

1(877) 437-2830 

 

MassHealth Enrollment Center (Self-Services available 24 hours/ 7 days a week) 

1(888) 665-9993 

ITV (for people with partial or total hearing loss) 

1(888)665-9997 

 

 Member Eligibility Information 

 How to get a MassHealth Permission to Share Information Form 

 Your Eligibility Notice 

 How to ask for a fair hearing to appeal MassHealth descisions 

 How to meet your deductible 

 Your long-term care patient-paid amount (PPA) 

 Where to report wages 

 How to replace a MassHealth card 

 Information to process a case 

 Examples of acceptable proofs 

Special MassHealth Programs: 

Kaileigh Mulligan Program. Home care for children with severe disabilities. PACE 
(Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly) 
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MassHealth Customer Service 

1(800) 941-2900 

ITV (for people with partial or total hearing loss) 

1(800) 497-4648 

 How to get a Senior Medical Benefit Request (including Supplement A: LTC 

Questions) 

 How to get a Long-Term-Care Supplement or a PCA Supplement 

 How to get a MassHealth Buy-In Application 

 Where to send the Senior Medical Benefit Request (including Supplement A: 

LTC Questions) 

 General Eligibility Information 

 Covered Medical Services 

 How to get interpreter services 

 How to get proofs, like a Massachusetts birth record or a birth record from 

another state 

 MassHealth Premiums 

 How to find a MassHealth provider 

 Emergency services- out of Massachusetts 

For MassHealth Appeals (Fair Hearings) 

Board of Hearings 

100 Hancock St., 6th Floor 
Quincy, MA 02171 

 

1(617) 847-1200 or 1(800) 555-0338 

Fax: 1(617) 847-1204 
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U.S. Department of Labor 
Offices in Boston and Taunton 

http://www.dol.gov/ 
 

Mass. Commission Against Discrimination 
1(617) 994-6000 

http://www.mass.gov/mcad/ 

 
Mass. Department of Revenue 

Customer Service 
1(800) 392-6089 

http://www.dor.state.ma.us/ 

 
Mass. Division of Unemployment Assistance and Division of Career Services 

1(877) 626-6800 
http://www.detma.org/ 

 

Mass. Office on Disability 
1(800) 322-2020 

http://www.mass.gov/mod/ 
 

Social Security Administration 
1(800) 772-1213 

http://ssa.gov/ 

 

 

http://www.dol.gov/
http://www.mass.gov/mcad/
http://www.dor.state.ma.us/
http://www.detma.org/
http://www.mass.gov/mod/
http://ssa.gov/
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Community Services 
 

     PCA Program 

COMPLAINT POLICY 

Any person applying for or receiving services from the Tempus Unlimited, Inc. PCA Program has the opportunity 

to communicate concerns about their staff experience or outcome of services. Throughout this description, 

"You" refers to the consumer who is applying for or receiving services, or his or her surrogate or legal guardian. 

"We" refers to the Tempus Unlimited, Inc. PCA program. This policy is made available and reviewed at least 

annually to all people who utilize the Tempus Unlimited, Inc. PCA program.  

Complaint Procedure in regards to Initial Evaluation or Re-evaluation: 

You are encouraged to solve any concern or conflict directly with the Tempus Unlimited nurse who conducted 

your evaluation in a way that maximizes respect and outcome. If you believe your issue has not been resolved 

with the nurse, you can write a letter to the Evaluation Department Supervisor. Complaint should be received 

within 10 business days of the date of your evaluation, or it may not be considered. Complaints must provide 

specific information in relation to the evaluation and indicate a clear discrepancy or they will not be considered. 

We will respond in writing to the written complaint within 3 business days. 

If you do not understand the reasoning of the Evaluation Department Supervisor’s response, you may write to 

the Program Director. The Program Director has 3 business days to respond to you by phone or in writing. You 

can mail or fax to the Tempus Unlimited, Inc. PCM office at 877-867-1890. If you are not satisfied with the 

Program Director’s response, you may write to the CEO. The CEO has 14 days to respond to you. 

Complaint Procedure in regards to other occurrences:   

You are encouraged to solve any concern or conflict directly with Tempus Unlimited staff in a way that 

maximizes respect and outcome. If you believe your issue has not been resolved with staff, you can contact the 

office directly. We will verify your concern and notify a supervisor. If you prefer to submit your complaint in 

writing, you may do so. The supervisor will look into the matter and respond to you within 3 business days. 

If you believe your issue hasn’t been resolved by the decision of the supervisor, you may put your concerns in 

writing and send them to the Tempus Unlimited PCA Program Director. You can mail or fax to the Tempus 

Unlimited, Inc. PCM office at 877-867-1890. The Program Director will review the issues and respond to you by 

phone or in writing within 3 business days. 
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If you believe your issue hasn’t been resolved by the decision of the Program Director, you may report these 

concerns in writing to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Tempus Unlimited, Inc. The CEO will examine the issue 

and respond to you in writing within 14 days. 

MassHealth Prior Authorization (PA) Decision 

If you disagree with MassHealth's decision regarding your PCA hours as described in the PA letter you received 

from MassHealth, you may file an appeal with MassHealth. The process is included in the Fair Hearing Request 

Form which is sent with your PA Decision Letter. It is suggested that you keep the envelope that the Decision 

Letter came in so you have evidence of when the notice was sent to you. The ‘How to Ask for a Fair Hearing 

information’ includes Your Right to Appeal and How to Appeal. To request an appeal of a MassHealth decision, 

you must fill out the Fair Hearing Request Form and send the written request to Board of Hearing, Office of 

Medicaid,100 Hancock St, 6th Floor, Quincy, MA 02171,or fax the form to 617.847.1204. Please keep one copy 

of the Fair Hearing Request Form for your records. 
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